
CONTINGENCY PLAN
APPENDIX / FORM #6

A contingency plan outlines a course of action to be followed if a preferred plan fails or an existing situation changes.

NOTE: An Incident Report (Appendix / Form #12) is to be filed within 7 days of enacting a Contingency Plan.
Early termination or delay of excursion due to a change in weather 
(basic outline of alternative actions and arrangements for students in the event of inclement weather).

Early termination or delay of excursion due to behavior 
(basic outline of arrangements and costs to parents for early termination due to behavior).

Early termination or delay of excursion due to medical reasons 
(basic outline of alternative actions and arrangements for students in the event of a medical emergency).

Other
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	1: If weather is poor (high winds, rain, low visibility, cold temperatures, snow) the trip will be modified. Contingency options are:-Delaying departure-Shorten trip by modifying the initial route if weather deteriorates while traveling-Modify when we travel and/or take extended breaks in shelter to wait for conditions to improveIf the initial route is modified, or the trip is shortened the teacher in charge will contact school via sat phone and explain situation. Trip could be terminated at different points and pick-up arranged for. Parents to be notified by school or contact person in the event of major change in trip plans. 
	2: Parent Guardian will be called to pick up the student. The group will travel to an appropriate pick-up point (Alaska Highway, Haines Road, South Klondike Highway) as quickly as possible. Ensure safety of all students with specific supervision of the student who is leaving the trip. Call school and request that they also contact parent/ guardian. Parent Guardian is responsible for arranging and paying for the cost of student pick-up.A restorative circle would take place upon return to Whitehorse. The circle would attempt to heal relationships damaged on the trip. As a last resort dismissal from the ACES program may occur if safety of the individual and class is compromised and relationships cannot be restored.
	3: Administer first aid if necessary and if possible. Call local emergency medical services if evacuation is required. If severe injury or illness requires evacuation from trip, transport student to the nearest road access for vehicle support or a helicopter landing area for air transport. Group remains at area until help arrives. Once emergency medical plan activated, a group leader will contact the school administration and the ill/ injured students’ parents/ guardians. Once evacuation has been carried out, situation will be assessed and, if appropriate, group will continue with activities.
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